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APPENDIX L.1 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVENTORY  

  

Appendix L: Cultural Heritage  



SITE CH2  
SMR No: 
KE095-005 
TOWNLANDS: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Anomalous Stone 
Group 
ITM: 
509799 570260 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This monument is located in moorland/bogland on the SW-facing slope of Lacabaun 
Mountain and is not depicted on any O.S. maps. 
 
The monument comprises a rectangular arrangement of four non-contiguous stone 
slabs, with the long axis aligned NE-SW. The NE slab (H: 0.8m; 0.7m x 0.1m) is 
upright and lies parallel to the SW slab (H: 1.22m; 1.2m x 0.12m) at a distance of 
3.4m. The SW slab is also upright and has a notch carved on its upper surface. The 
SE slab (H: 1.22m; 1m x 0.15m) is upright and has a notch on its SW edge, while the 
NW slab (H: 0.15m; 0.05m x 0.06m), which is parallel, barely protrudes above the 
surface of the bog at a distance of 2.9m 
 
It is likely, given the evidence, that this monument may represent a chambered tomb 
or a stone ring/circle (Walsh, 1997, 11). 
 

 
View from NE 
 

 
View from S 

 
SITE CH3  
SMR No: 
KE094-030 
TOWNLAND: 
Knockanuha 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Wedge Tomb 
ITM: 
505922 569453 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This monument is not indicated on O.S. maps and is situated in rough, boggy 
moorland on a SW sloping ridge at the head of a valley to the northwest of Carran in 
the Shehy Mountains.  
 
The monument comprises a wedge-shaped chamber (L: 1.6m at WNW end) aligned 
WNW to ESE. Two side-stones make up the N and S sides of the tomb, though a 
gap between the stones on the S side suggests that there was a third stone, now 
missing. A single septal-stone closes the WNW end of the chamber and a back 
stone is visible at the ESE end. Projecting sidestones, as well as fallen stones 
outside the WNW end, suggest a short portico. The large roof stone (2.35m x 2.1m; 
T: 0.27m) rests on each of the sidestones. Single orthostats on the N and S sides of 
the tomb probably represent an outer wall.  

 
  



SITE CH4  
SMR No: 
KE094-026 
TOWNLAND: 
Knockanuha 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Archaeological Complex 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This archaeological complex comprises a total of 11 individual elements, as follows: 
 
KE094-026001; Field Boundaries; ITM: 505156 569382 
Situated in rough pasture on a S-facing hill slope to the north of Carran Mountain. It 
comprises relict field walls (T: c.0.5m; H: c. 0.4m), some of which have been 
exposed in cutaway bog. The walls form a roughly semi-circular area defined by a 
linear NE-SW wall (L: c. 350m), which is abutted at both ends by a curvilinear wall 
projecting to the SE. 
 
KE094-026002; Field Boundaries; ITM: 505710 569473 
Situated in rough pasture on a SW-facing hill slope to the north of Carran Mountain. 
This network of relict field walls covers and roughly triangular area (c. 300m E-W at 
the N extremity; narrowing to SW for a distance of c. 500m), with stone walls (T: 0.5-
0.6m; H: 0.3-0.4m) occurring intermittently throughout. Upright stones, set at right 
angles to the line of the wall also occur in places. 
 
KE094-026003; Fulacht Fiadh (possible); ITM: 505288 568963 
Situated on hill pasture on a S-facing slope to the north of Carran Mountain and c. 
75m N of a tributary of the Slaheny River. It comprises a roughly circular, grass-
covered mound (5.5m N-S; 5m E-W; H: 0.5m) of burnt material.  
 
KE094-026005; Hut Site; ITM: 505748 569340 
In rough pasture on a SW-facing slope to the N of Carran Mountain. The remains of 
a circular hut site (3.1m N-S; 3.65m E-W) defined by a drystone wall (T: 0.7m; H: c. 
0.6m) that abuts the south face of a relict field boundary. 
 
KE094-026006; Hut Site; ITM: 505762 569350 
Situated 2m to E of KE094-026005. The remains of a circular hut site (ø 2.4m) 
defined by a bank (W: 0.6m; H: c. 0.3m) of peat and stones. 
 
KE094-026007; Field Boundaries (prehistoric); ITM: 505803 569370 
Situated in hill pasture on a SW-facing slope to the N of Carran Mountain. An E-W 
curvilinear stone wall extends for a length of c. 200m from a stream at E to another 
stream at W. A shorter stretch branches for a distance of c.60m to the NW from the 
centre of the curvilinear wall before veering W to terminate at a stream. The walls (T: 
0.2m; H: 0.75m) are collapsed, with fallen stones protruding through the bog. The 
walls appear to be set on clay soil beneath the blanket bog and disappear where the 
depth of bog increases. Upright stones (H: 0.75m) occur at intervals along the walls. 
Four hut sites abut the S face of the curving field boundary. 
 
KE094-026008; Field Boundaries; ITM: 504741 569508 
Situated in hill pasture on a S-facing slope to the north of Carran Mountains. A 
network of relict walls, occupying an area c. 250m E-W x c. 100m N-S, comprises 
stretches of mostly collapsed linear (L: 10 – 40m) curvilinear and irregular walls, 
disappearing into deeper bog. The walls are c. 0.65m thick and protrude in places 
over the bog surface to heights of 0.4m. Upright stone slabs and large boulders 
occur intermittently along the lines of the walls. 
 
KE094-026009; Fulacht Fiadh; ITM: 504793 569072 
Situated in rough pasture on SW-facing slope, c. 15m W of a stream. The monument 
comprises a kidney-shaped, heather-covered mound (11.5m NE-SW; 7.6m NW-SE; 
Height: 0.9m) of burnt material. The opening (3.2m NW-SE; 2.3m NE-SW faces onto 
marshy land. An oval mound (4m NE-SW; 3.8m NW-SE; Height: 0.4m), separated 
from the main mound by a level area may have originally formed the tip of the NW 
arm. 
 
KE094-026010; Hut Site; ITM: 505747 569340 
In rough pasture on a SW-facing slope to the N of Carran Mountain. The remains of 
a circular hut site (ø 2.2m) defined by a bank (W: 0.7m; H: 0.2m) of earth and stones 
and abutting the S face of a relict field boundary. 
 
KE094-026011; Hut Site; ITM: 505764 569356 
Situated 2m to E of KE094-026010, it consists of the remains of a circular hut site (ø 
2.2m) defined by a bank (W: 0.7m; H: c. 0.3m). The SW sector is raised to form a 
level interior. 
 
KE094-026012; Fulacht Fiadh; ITM: 505146 569128 
Situated in rough pasture on a SW-facing slope to N of Carran Mountain. A grass-



covered horseshoe-shaped mound (7.6m NE-SW; 5.8m SE-NW; Height: 0.6m) of 
burnt material, with the opening facing NW. The top of the mound is flat, apart from a 
slight depression in the centre.  
 

 
SITE CH5  
SMR No: 
KE094-046 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Field System 
(prehistoric)  
& Hut Sites 
ITM: 
505587 567867 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This monument, which is not marked on any O.S. maps, is situated in rough pasture 
on the lower east-facing slopes of Carran Mountain.  
 
It comprises a relict field system occupying an area of c. 240m N-S x 120m E-W. It is 
best preserved at the south, where long stretches of a collapsed field wall protrude 
above thin peat cover. An E-W linear wall (L: c. 110m) is located at the S end of the 
system and a link wall extends NW for a distance of c. 35m from its W end, while a 
further wall extends NW for a length of c. 70m from its E end. At this NW point a link 
wall branches off to the W, while the NW-running wall continues for a further c. 90m 
before turning NE for a distance of c. 80m. Another wall, located in the W portion of 
the system, forms a roughly inverted U-shape. This wall extends N for a length of c. 
25m before veering E for a distance of c. 30m, after which it turns S for a distance of 
c. 20m. Upright stones, standing to a maximum height of 0.5m, occur at irregular 
intervals along this wall. In general, the walls appear to be set on a clay bed beneath 
the bog.  
 
There are ten hut sites  within this pre-bog field system, as follows: 
 
KE094-04601; ITM: 505550 567913 
The remains of a circular hut site (3.1m E-W; 2.9m N-S), defined by a drystone wall 
(T: 0.6m; H: 0.4m) and with a collapsed entrance to the N, is located within the W 
side of the field system. 
 
KE094-04603; ITM: 505598 567985 
This circular (Ø 2.4m) hut site is defined by a drystone wall (T: 0.6m; H: 0.75m) from 
SSE-N and by the tops of stones, partially grass covered and protruding the bog 
surface, from N-SSE. 
 
KE094-04604; ITM: 505629 568005 
This comprises the remains of an oval hut site (5m N-S; 2.75m E-W) defined by a 
drystone wall (T: 0.9m; H: c. 0.5m) with an entrance to the W leading into an 
adjacent hut site (KE094-04610). 
 
KE094-04605; ITM: 505640 568022 
This comprises the remains of a circular hut site (2.4m N-S; 2.2m E-W) defined by a 
collapsed drystone wall (T: 0.6m; H: 0.5m) with the entrance to the NE. 
 
KE094-04606; ITM: 505661 568041 
This comprises the remains of an oval hut site (3.9m E-W; 2.4m N-S) defined by a 
collapsed drystone wall (T: c. 0.6m; H: 0.4m). A relict wall of the adjacent field 
system abuts the hut site along the SSE arc and an adjacent hut site (KE094-
046011) abuts it to the N. 
 
KE094-04607; ITM: 505629 568050 
This comprises the remains of an oval hut site (3.4m E-W; 2.1m N-S) defined by an 
earth-and-stone bank (W: c. 0.6m; H: 0.15m) and situated towards the NE extremity 
of the field system. 
 
KE094-04608; ITM: 505665 568063 
This comprises the remains of a subcircular hut site (2m E-W; 1.6m N-S) defined by 
an earth-and-stone bank (W: c. 0.7m; H: 0.15m). 
 
KE094-04609; ITM: 505653 567018 
This comprises a circular hut site (2.5m N-S; 1.6m E-W) defined by a drystone wall 
(T: 0.6m; H: 0.4m) with the entrance to the NE. An adjoining hut site (KE094-04601) 
abuts it to the SW. 
 
KE094-046010; ITM: 505625 568005 
This comprises the remains of a D-shaped hut site (2.3m E-W) defined by a drystone 
wall (T: c. 0.6m; H: c. 0.4m) with a straight E side (L: 2.7m N-S). Only a few stones of 
the S wall survive and the entrance in the E wall leads into an adjacent hut site 
(KE094-04604). 
 



KE094-046011; ITM: 505661 568044 
This comprises the remains of a circular hut site (2.6m N-S; 2.4m (E-W) defined by a 
collapsed drystone wall (T: c. 0.6m; H: 0.3m). It is more ruinous than that of an 
adjoining site to the south (KE094-04606). 
 
 

 
SITE CH6  
SMR No: 
KE094-054 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Cairn - unclassified 
ITM: 
505217 567953 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This monument, which is not indicated on any O.S. maps, is situated in an area of 
rough pasture and on a spur of rock on top of Carran Mountain.  
 
It comprises a roughly circular cairn (13m N-S; 12m E-W); H: 2m) comprising stones 
of varying shapes and sizes. The surface is uneven where stones have been 
removed, while some stones have spilled sown the slope. A small modern cairn has 
been constructed at the centre. 

 
 
SITE CH7  
SMR No: 
KE094-066 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Field System 
ITM: 
504899 568195 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; KFLAP; KCDP 

This Monument comprises two elements, as follows: 
 
Hut Site; KE094-066 
This is situated on rough mountain pasture of the north-facing slope of Carran 
Mountain and is not indicated on O.S. maps. It comprises a D-shaped hut site (3m E-
W) defined by a collapsed drystone wall (T: 0.6m; H: 0.5m) with a straight W side 
drystone wall (L: 4.4m N-S). 
 
Field System; KE094-0601 
This abuts the W side of the hut site and comprises the remains of a collapsed relict 
wall (W: 0.7m; H: 0.4m) that extends in a general NW-SE direction for a distance of 
c. 180m and, generally protrudes above shallow bog. 

 
SITE CH8  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site - possible 
ITM: 
509021 570872 
PROTECTION: 
N/A 

This feature is situated in a pasture filed in the eastern side of the River Roughty and 
on relatively flat lands at the base of a west-facing slope. It was noted during field 
work undertaken by the writer in 2010. 
 
The feature is barely discernible on the ground surface. It comprises a central raised 
circular area (ø c. 3m; H: 0.1m) surrounded by a possible fosse (W: c. 1.2m; D: 0.1 – 
0.15m) outside of which in turn is surrounded by a slightly raised area (remains of 
bank?) which is c. 1m wide and 0.1m high. 
 
The morphology of the feature is reminiscent of a hut site.  
 

View from W 
 
SITE CH9  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506151 571620 

This possible monument was noted during a programme of archaeological testing 
undertaken with respect to Barnastooka Wind Farm in 2010 ( Cummins, 2010) 
 
The foundations of this sub‐circular hut site were identified on a level terrace on the 
south facing slope. It comprises a collapsed wall measuring up to 2m in thickness 
and enclosed an internal area measuring 2.06m north‐south by 2.7m east‐west. 
 



PROTECTION: 
N/A 

 View from NE 
 
SITE CH10  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506556 571331 
PROTECTION: 
N/A 

This possible monument was noted during a programme of archaeological testing 
undertaken with respect to Barnastooka Wind Farm in 2010 (Cummins, 2010). 
 
The foundations of this sub‐circular hut site were identified on a level terrace on the 
south facing slope. It comprises a collapsed wall measuring up to 1.5m in thickness 
and enclosed an internal area measuring 1.6m north‐south by 2m east‐west. A 1m 
wide gap in the east wall appears to form the entrance. 
 

 Interior from W 
 
SITE CH11  
SMR No: 
KE094-031 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Rock Scribing (possible) 
ITM: 
Not Precisely Located 

The files of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland note that “in the 1930s Capt. D.B. 
O’Connell recorded that ‘a flat flagstone lies in a field beside the river. It is shaped 
somewhat like a rough modern gravestone and is about 4½ ft [1.37m] long by 3 ft 
[0.9m] wide. One side of it is scored hither and over (KAS)”.  Byrne et al (209, 57) 
further note that “the precise location of this stone is not known and it could be in 
those parts of Ballagh townland that occur on OS 6-inch maps 95 and 103. 

 
SITE CH12  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506128571494 

This monument is located in a sheltered area, on a S-facing slope of Barnastooka 
ridge and not marked on any OS maps. Circular area (dims. 7.5m N-S; 6m E-W) 
defined by low drystone wall (average H 0.5m). Interior level and grass covered. 
There are three hut sites (CH12; CH13 & CH14) at this location, in a general N-S 
alignment. 
 



 View from NE 
 
  

 
SITE CH13  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506099 571632 

This is situated on a SW-facing slope of Barnastooka ridge and not marked on any 
O.S. maps. Sub-circular area (dims. 2.75m E-W; 2m N-S) defined by low, moss 
covered drystone wall (average H 0.2m). Interior is level and grass covered. Linked 
to hut site (CH14) by an intermittent, gently winding, narrow stone wall. 
 

 View from E 
 
SITE CH14  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506123 571590 

Located c. 50m to SE of hut site CH13. Circular area (dims. 3.5m NE-SW; 3.25m 
NW-SE) defined by a drystone wall (H 0.3-0.45m). 
 

 View from E 
 
SITE CH15  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Barnastooka 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506477 571479 

A ‘D-shaped’ area (dims. 2.2m NW-SE; 1.5m NE-SW) defined by the remains of a 
low, drystone wall (Wth 0.5m; H 0.2-0.35m) NE->S->W and utilises a natural rock 
face to NW. It is cut into the slope N->NE where a type of retaining wall (int. H 0.4m) 
has been built to compensate for the incline. The interior is generally level with stone 
collapse from the enclosing walls evident within the perimeter. 
 



 View from SW 
 

 
SITE CH16  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Coolnagoppoge 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
507090 571642 

Sub-triangular area (dims. 6m NE-SW; 4m NW-SE) defined by low, intermittent 
drystone wall S->W->N and utilising the face of a natural rock outcrop (H c. 2m) to E. 
Interior is grass covered with a steep S-facing slope. 
 

 View from S 
 
SITE CH17  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Coolnagoppoge 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Booley Hut & 
Rectangular 
Enclosure/Sheepfold 
ITM: 
507649 572048 

Rectangular area (dims. 20m E-W; 10m N-S) defined by earth and stone bank (Wth 
2.1m; int. H 0.1m; ext. H 0.7m) N->E->SW and W->NW, and largely overgrown, 
possibly representing a sheepfold. This feature has been raised on the downslope 
(E) to create a relatively level interior, which incorporates a raised sub-rectangular 
(booley hut -platform?) area (dims. c. 8m N-S; c. 2m N-S). 
 

 View from W 
 
SITE CH18  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Coolnagoppoge 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Rectangular 
Enclosure/Sheepfold 
ITM: 
506782 571756 

Rectangular area (dims. c. 10m N-S; c. 7m E-W) defined by scarp (Wth 0.75m; H 
0.45m) of earth and stone E->S->W and a portion of low, poorly preserved bank (Wth 
0.7m; int. H 0.4m; ext. H 0.4m). Interior is level and has been raised at S to 
compensate for hillslope; largely overgrown.  
 



Bank at NNW 
 
SITE CH19  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
509043 569227 

This is one of a cluster of five hut sites (CH19, -20, -21. -22 & -24) in this particular 
area. Oval area (dims. 8m N-S; 6m E-W) defined by dry stone wall (H 0.35m) which 
is covered with a grassy/heather sod in most places. It is cut into the slope NW->NE 
where a type of retaining wall (int. H 0.4m) has been built to compensate for the 
incline. Interior heather and grass covered, with a W-facing slope. 
 

 View from W 
 
SITE CH20  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
509052 569220 

Circular area (dims. 2.5m N-S; 2m E-W) defined by low drystone wall (H 0.3m) of 
medium sized flagstones. It is cut into the slope N->ESE where a type of retaining 
wall (int. H 0.55m) has been built to compensate for the incline. Interior is level and 
grass covered. 
 

 View from SW 
 
SITE CH21  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
509069 569182 

Oval area (dims. 4m NW-SE; 3m NE-SW) defined by remains of collapsed drystone 
wall (Wth 0.8m; H 0.3-0.4m) covered with heather and mosses. Possible entrance 
(Wth 0.8m) at E. Interior is generally level. 
 

 View from W 
 



SITE CH22  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
509079 569201 

Circular area (dims. 2.8m E-W; 2.6m N-S) defined by remains of collapsed drystone 
wall (Wth 0.6m; H 0.2-0.4m) partially covered in heather and mosses. The ground 
surface has been raised on the downslope to W to create a level interior. 
 

 View from S 
 
SITE CH23  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Rock Shelter (possible) 
ITM: 
509023 568504 

Rectangular area (dims. c. 2.2m NW-SE; 1.3m NE-SW) defined by remains of a 
drystone wall (H 0.7m) NNW->NE->ESE and a natural boulder to SE and W->NW. 
There is an opening (H 0.65m) under the large boulder at W for possible shelter or 
storage. Lots of naturally occurring stone and rock outcrop in this area which makes 
this shelter well camouflaged on the hillside. 
 

 View from NW 
 

 
SITE CH24  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
509119 569209 

Low profile circular area (dims. 2.5m E-W; 2.2m N-S) defined by scarp (Wth 0.5m; H 
0.25m) all around except N->NE, where it is flat. It comprises of a single kerb (Wth 
0.25m) of mossed-over stones. Ground surface on downslope has been raised to 
create a level interior. Interior moss- covered with occasional heather. 
 

 View from W 
 
 
SITE CH25  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Enclosure (semi-
circular)/booley hut 
ITM: 
508755 569307 

Semi-circular or ‘C’ shaped area (dims. 6m E-W; 3.5m N-S) defined by low bank (Wth 
2.4m; int. H 0.2m; ext. H 0.05m) of mossed covered earth and stone E->S->W; open 
to N with no trace of bank. Interior is grass covered on a gentle W-facing slope. 
 



View from E 
 
SITE CH26  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508135 568560 

Oval area (dims. 2.75m E-W; 2m N-S) defined by drystone wall (Wth 0.5m; H 0.8-
1m); generally well preserved, but collapsed on W side. One of four hut sites (CH26, 
-27, -28 & -29) in this immediate area. 
 

 View from S 
 
SITE CH27  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508164 568566 

Circular area (diam. 1.5m) defined remains of a low drystone wall (Wth 0.6m; int. H 
0.35- 0.5m; ext. H 0.25-0.5m). Interior is grass covered on a gentle N-facing slope. 
 

 View from N 
 
SITE CH28  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508164 568566 

Located to immediate E of hut site CH27. Low profile remains of a circular area 
(dims. 3.4m N-S; 3m E-W) defined by moss covered drystone wall (Wth 0.5m; int. H 
0.15; ext. H 0.15m). Cut into hillslope (D 0.4m) E->S->W where there is a dense 
growth of heather. Interior is level and moss-covered.  
 

 View from N 
 



SITE CH29  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508159 568551 

Circular area (dims. 3m NW-SE; 2.75m) defined by low drystone wall NE->S->NW (H 
0.3- 0.5m) and incorporated into field wall (long axis E-W) to N. 
 

 View from S 
                                                
SITE CH30  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Grousemount 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508033 568508 

Circular area (diam. 4m) defined by drystone wall (Wth 0.5m; H 0.6m). Interior 
appears generally level and has a dense growth of heather.  
 

 View from S 
 
SITE CH31  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
507748 568715 

Low profile oval area (dims. 3.5m E-W; 2m N-S) defined by remains of low stone wall 
(H 0.15- 0.2m). Small area (dims. 2m N-S; 1.2m E-W) defined by stone within 
western sector. 
 

  View from W 
 
SITE CH32  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Sites – Conjoined 
Booley Huts 
ITM: 
507726 568728 

A pair of conjoined (booley) hut sites (long-axis E-W). The eastern hut site (diam. 
1.2m) is defined by a collapsed, drystone wall (Wth 0.75m; H 0.15-0.25m). The 
adjoining western hut site (diam. 1.5m) is defined by a similar collapsed, drystone 
wall (Wth 0.65m; H 0.15-0.25m). Located within an oval area (dims. 6.5m E-W; 4.5m 
N-S) defined by a kerb of low profile stones (H 0.25m) which is well defined S->W->N 
and intermittent N->E->S.  
 

 View from NW 
 
  



SITE CH33  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Ballagh 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
507570 568770 

Oval area (dims 3.1m E-W; 2.25m N-S) defined by the remains of a collapsed 
drystone wall (H 0.3m). 
 

 View from W 
 
SITE CH34  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Knockanruddig 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Anomalous Stone Group  
ITM: 
506741 569403 

Three upright, narrow stones located on a level terrace. Southern stone (L 1.1m; H 
0.4m; Wth 0.1m); Western stone (L 0.45m; H 0.35m; Wth 0.04m); North-western 
stone (L 0.5m; H 0.35m; Wth 0.04m). There is a fourth stone visible at ground level 
on the eastern side of this arrangement. Similar in nature to CH2 and may represent 
a former chambered tomb. 
 

 View from N 
 
SITE CH35  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Knockanruddig 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Enclosure/Sheepfold 
ITM: 
507959 570353 

Sub-rectangular area (dims. 9.5m N-S; 5.75m E-W) defined by remains of collapsed, 
drystone wall (Wth 0.75m; H 0.05m) and natural boulders. Possible entrance at S. 
Interior is grass-covered with a S-facing slope. Associated with drystone field wall 
(long axis E-W). 
 

 View from S 
 
SITE CH36  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Knockanruddig 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508005 570715 

Low profile, circular area (dims. 1.9m E-W; 1.5m N-S) defined by the remains of a 
very low, intermittent, stone wall (Wth 0.5m H 0.2m). Large flat stone (L 1.6m; Wth 
0.45m) lying flat on ground to immediate E of this feature. Interior is generally level, 
grass and moss covered. 
 



 View from E 
 
SITE CH37  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Cummeen Upper 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
506266 570808 

Rectangular area (dims. 5m E-W; 2.2m N-S) defined by drystone wall (Wth 0.5m; H 
1m) E->N->W and natural rock outcrop (H 2.5m) forming S side. Entrance (Wth 
0.75m) in W-wall; Upright timber post in entrance and possibly rebuilt and reused as 
a sheep fold. 
 

 View from E 
 
SITE CH38  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Gortlahard 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site/Booley Hut 
ITM: 
508128 572922 

Located in an area of grass, on a general NE-facing slope, with a grass covered track 
c. 4m to W at its closest point. This hut site utilises a natural ‘shelf’ of rock outcrop in 
the landscape. It is a sub-circular feature (dims. c. 7.5m E-W; c. 6.5m N-S) defined 
by a low, drystone wall (overall Wth 2.4m; int. H 0.15m; ext. H 0.55m) S->W->N; 
scarp (Wth 1.3m; H 1.7m) N->NE; low scarp (Wth 0.3m; H 0.3m) E->SE. The interior 
is generally level and is covered by grass and rushes. There is a holly tree growing 
within the interior at N and the feature has been truncated through its eastern sector 
by modern land drain (long axis NE-SW; Wth 3m; D 1.1m) which enters at SE and 
exits at NE 
 

 View from SW 
 
 
SITE BH1  
SMR No: 
N/A 
TOWNLAND: 
Caherdowney 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Decorated Stone  
ITM: 
525994 584258 
PROTECTION: 

This probable monument is located in the north-eastern corner of a pasture field which 
slopes gently from north to south and southwest. A number of limestone boulders, 
recovered during field clearance, have been dumped along the field boundary (Plate 
1). The upper surface of one of the boulders incorporates a number of circular hollows, 
of varying depths and diameters, some of which are filled with soil and/or moss (Plates 
2 & 3). There is a possibility that such hollows may be deliberate decoration in the 
form of cup-marks, although there is also a possibility that these may be natural in 
origin. 
This feature was originally identified during the preparation of an Archaeological 



 Impact Assessment undertaken in compliance with the grant of planning for the 
Ballyvouskill Substation Project (Byrne, 2012).  
 

 

 
SITE BH1 Possible Decorated Stone – upper boulder Uppermost Surface 

 Possible Cup Marks 
  

 
SITE BH2  
SMR No: 
CO058-070 
TOWNLAND: 
Com an Ghadhair 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Hut Site 
ITM: 
521504 580542 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; CCDP 

This monument is positioned on the lower southern slopes of the Derrynasaggart 
Mountains and to the south of Mullaghanish. The area surrounding the site largely 
comprises protruding bedrock and boulders. It comprises a circular area (5.2m N-S); 
5m E-W) on a natural platform (and enclosed by a low collapsed wall (H 0.85m; Wth 
1.6m) of loose stones. The interior is level and grass-covered, with some stones 
protruding through the grass. It is not readily visible from the road, as illustrated in 
Plate 4. 
 
(Archaeological Survey of Ireland, Record Details) on http://www.archaeology.ie 
Posted 14th January 2009 

 
Positioned to right of bush in centre of plate on 
edge of platform 

 
SITE BH-3  
SMR No: 
CO058-100001 
TOWNLAND: 
An Sliabh Riabhach 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Designed Landscape - 
belvedere 

This monument is located at the western end of Ballyvourney village and on the 
northern side of the N22 (Cork – Killarney) road. It comprises a mid-19th century 3-
storey tower with projecting battlements supported by corbels; rectangular in plan with 
2-bay, 2-storey, gabled projection from NE corner. Known locally as ‘Court House’ 
and ‘Police Barracks’ (Healy, 1988, 20). Tower sited just beyond L-shaped range 
shown as ‘Police Barracks’ on 1842 OS 6-inch map. In mid-19th century the Colthurst 
family built a country house to S; may have built tower at same time. House and tower 

http://www.archaeology.ie/


ITM: 
519561 577746 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; CCDP (RPS: 
00368) 

burnt in 1920; house subsequently demolished. 
 
(Archaeological Survey of Ireland, Record Details) on http://www.archaeology.ie 
Posted 14th January 2009 
 

 
 

 
 From road to south 
 
 
SITE BH-4   
SMR No: 
CO068-001 
TOWNLAND: 
Ré na bPobal 
CLASSIFICATION: 
Kiln - lime 
ITM: 
513921 574578 
PROTECTION: 
RMP; CCDP 

This monument is located on the northern side of the Ballyvourney – Kilgarvan road 
and on the edge of forest plantation. It comprises an overgrown and partially 
collapsed mid-19th century kiln; front elevation has a lintelled recess (H 1.6m; Wth: 
1.55m; D 2m) with sloping slabs to rear; incorporates a stone-lined circular funnel 
(diam. 1.65m). 
 
(Archaeological Survey of Ireland, Record Details) on http://www.archaeology.ie 
Posted 14th January 2009 

 Front elevation 
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